Week 8 Assessment

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) The population is more in less stable during:
   - First phase of demographic transition
   - Fourth phase of demographic transition
   - Third phase of demographic transition
   - Second and third phases of demographic transition
   - Five and four phases of demographic transition
   - No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: None

2) Success of second demographic dividend depends upon:
   - Saving rate
   - A population's overall dependency rate
   - Management rate
   - A and C
   - All of the above
   - No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: None

3) Replacement level of fertility is:
   - Which keeps population growth rate stable
   - Average number of children taken birth to a woman in her reproductive age
   - When fertility rate is higher than mortality rate
   - A and B
   - All of the above
   - No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: None

4) Which of the following statements about demographic transition is incorrect:
   - Mortality rate declines fast and fertility rate starts declining with the course of development
   - Population growth is negative when birth rates start falling in third stage
   - Epidemiological transition theory is in sync with demographic transition theory
   - All of the above are correct
   - No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: None

5) Becker's economic theory of fertility is based on:
   - Cost-benefit analysis of raising children
   - Quality-quantity trade-off valued in number of children
   - Market dynamics based on demand and supply of children
   - None of the above
   - No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: None

6) The following theory sometimes被称为Social Determinants of Health... (find the wrong one)
   - Ecological theory of disease distribution
   - Epidemiological transition
   - Demographic transition
   - Market theory of population growth
   - None of the above
   - No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: None

7) In order to ensure good health at low cost we can adopt following strategies... (find the wrong one)
   - Health as a social goal towards social welfare
   - Community involvement
   - Health for all
   - Independent sector specific approaches
   - No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: None

8) Population pyramid for a year for a particular socio-economic strata shows information... (find the wrong one)
   - Child dependency rate
   - Male and female composition in a population
   - Demographic dividend
   - Demographic transition
   - None of the above
   - No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: None

9) Demographic transition theory incorporates migration in population change:
   - True
   - False
   - No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: False

10) Human Development Index cannot be measured in (ii) countries even for a (iii) very small population
    - Preposition (ii) is correct, but (iii) is false
    - Preposition (ii) is false, but (iii) is correct
    - Both (ii) and (iii) (ii) are correct
    - Both (ii) and (iii) (ii) are false
    - No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
    Accepted Answers: None

Proportion (ii) is correct, but (iii) is false